From: "Jan Sroczynski" <badhamfarm@yahoo.co.uk>
To: clerk@dobwallsandtrewidland.org.uk
Sent: Friday, 30 Oct, 20 At 16:00
Subject: Badham Farm.
Good Afternoon ,
After obtaining Planning Consent for a change of use for Holiday Cottages at Badham Farm
- to open market homes and agreeing to pay Cornwall Council a contribution to Affordable
Housing of £85500.00 we are now in the process of selling 5 of the properties on site
covered by the application in order firstly to pay the Housing Contribution and satisfy the
Section 106 agreement.
We are in the process of requesting from Cornwall Council permission to name the shared
private access drive that serves these properties = Poppy Close ,- Kew Geres - and are
requesting your consent for this. The private drive is adjacent to the lane fronting Polvean
Wood - owned by the Duchy. The Duchy planted a large group of Cherry Trees opposite our
boundary- as a sign of courtesy to us - as Larch Trees would grow to a considerable height
and take our natural light. A relevant name for this private drive is in our opinion Cherry
Close - Kew Geres and we trust that you would have no objection to this.
Whilst writing I would request that the Parish Council consider allocating a name to the lane
we live on - which runs from Sandplace Station junction to St. Margaret,s Church Junction in
St. Keyne. This has been discussed locally in the past in order to help delivery drivers and
tourists who regularly get lost in the narrow lanes around here.
It was discussed that the name should be Well Lane as the Lane leads to St. Keyne Well - a
historically important site - especially for French Visitors. That seems a pretty logical name &
would give a better identity to our location. I trust that this could be considered.
In these difficult times I wondr if this could be considered at an aeraly opportunity - perhaps
via a round Robin email.

Many thanks,

